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An entrepreneur at age 12 and running 
her own marketing management 
company at age 29, Kelly Rae is an 
unparalleled go-getter.  A sought-after 
speaker, singer, songwriter, performer, 
leader, and entrepreneur, Kelly’s energy 
and enthusiasm is contagious!  

A passionate performer, Kelly is powerfully 
reaching audiences with her exciting music 
project, CJ~KRAE.  Kelly is taking her message of 
integrity, positive actions, and hope to a generation of young 
people in need of direction and an affirmative influence.  
Her vision is to guide, inspire, and empower youth, 
young adults, and families to create a life they love, 
serving themselves and the greater good of all.

Kelly Rae has created an amazing program 
to address this need:  2XLR8U (To Accelerate You). 
After training with best-selling author and thought leader, 
Jack Canfield, Kelly’s 2XLR8U has launched with a directive 
to offer hope and to help young people see their vision 
and be their vision.

Kelly’s unique presentations are delivered in lecture and 
song performance format.  She’s a perfect choice for all 
those seeking a presenter with the power to offer 
transformative change and emotional-spiritual 
inspiration. Her book is SEE IT & BE IT - 
Just Do It... Create A Life You Love 
(available on Amazon).

Kelly Rae is 
available to speak 
to youth & young 
adult groups, 
millennials, high 
schools, churches, 
artist conferences, 
private/charter 
schools, juvenile 
rehabilitation, 
associations, etc.

TOPICS for Keynotes, 
Assemblies, Webinars, 
Workshops, Podcasts 
and Conventions 
include:
      
   Create A Life Worthwhile    
  by Knowing YOU Are the   
  Life Worthwhile       
    The Power of Choice – 
  and its Reciprocal Effect       
    Victim or Victor?  
  The Responsibility Factor 
and the Art of Accountability

WHAT OTHERS are saying:
“Kelly’s passion for changing 

the lives of young people is 
unmistakable.  She has a heart 

for helping them recognize their 
inherent worth, their capacity 

for taking full ownership of their 
destinies, and helping them to see 

they can really make a difference in 
this world.”                              L. Darst, 

Pastor and Youth Leader

Kelly Rae
ENTREPRENEUR, SPEAKER, 

SINGER-SONGWRITER, AUTHOR

“Our parents 
gave us life, 
but it’s our 

responsibility 
to live it!” 

~ Kelly Rae 
Hensley Burchfield 
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